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0. introduction 
Let A’ be a prescheme, G 3 finite commutative group scheme Over X, and GD the 
Cartier dual of G. Then there is a homomorphism 
(where both cohomologies are in the fpqc-topology) [10, p. 188). Elements of 
Nt(A7.C) are isomorphism classes of principal homogeneous spaces for G Over X and 
elements of H1(GDB G,,& are isomorphism classes of line bundles over CD. If E is a 
principal homogeneous space for C over X, we will call the line bundle class associa- 
ted to E by the above homomorphism the Picard invariant of E. 
The Picard invariant of a principal homogeneous space is necessarily a primitive 
class (see below). In analogy with a result of Serre [8, VII, Th6o&me 51, Waterhouse 
asked whether every primitive class is a Picard invariant. One of us [4, Theorem 91 
obtained an aff’irmative answer in a particuiarly nice affine case. The purpose of the 
present paper is to study this question further. 
In the first section of the paper we describe, by an easy spectral sequence argu- 
ment, an additional obstruction which must vanish for a primitive class to be a 
Picard invariant. This additional invariant is not particularly computable, but we 
can guarantee that it vanishes in certain cases, and this is sufficient to recover and 
extend somewhat the result of [4] referred to above. 
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In the rest of this paper we restrict ourselves to the case where X = Spec(R) is 
affine and 6 is a finite discrete group; then principal homogeneous spaces are Galois 
extensions with group G and the Picard invariant of a Gatois extension S is obtained 
by viewing S as an element of Pit R [G] _ In case G = Z2, Small 193 has described a
different Picard invariant of a Galais extension, one which lies in Pi@). Using the 
relationship between the two Picard invariants in the ZZ<ase, we obtain an affirma- 
tive answer to Waterhouse’s question when G = Z2 and 2 is not a zero divisor in R. 
Our proof relies heavily on a fibre product description of R [Z&modules based on 
16, ch. 21 and is rather computational. 
Waterhouse’s question remains open In general. 
1. Throughout his paper we retain the notations of the introduction. 9 and J de- 
note the categories of abelian presheaves and sheaves on X in the fpqc (= faithfully 
flat quasi-compact) topology. 
We begin by recalling the definition 18, VII. 143 of a prim+itive element. bt C be 
a category with finite products and final object, F an &e&n-group-valued contra- 
functor on C and G an abelian group object in C. Let pri : G X G 3 G be the pro- 
jection on the I ‘th factor and m : G X G 3 G the multiplication map. Then the ele- 
ments of F(G) in the kernel of F’(prt) ; C;;(pt ) - F(m) are called primitive and the 
set of all such is denoted Prim(F(G)). Let h c2 be the (group-valued) contrafunctor 
represented by G. Natural transformations h c + F of set-valued functors correspond, 
by the Yoneda lemma (5, p. I 13) ) to elements of F(G)* and it is well-known and 
easily verified that the elements corresponding ta natural homomorphisms of group 
valued functors are precisely the primitive elements of RG). 
We next consider U construction of the Picard invariant using a spectral sequence 
different ftom that of [ 10, p 1 SS]. Let K and II, be abelian sheaves on X, which we 
regard also as presheaves. Then there is a spectral sequence 
0 * EXtfj&H4(; L))+ Ext$+q(K,L). 
The sequence seems to be well-known, but for completeness we remark on its con- 
struction. Let i : d + !? be the forgetful functor. Then Homd (K, l ) = Hom#K, i(a)) 
and the spectral, sequence isthat of a composite functor; the derived functors of 
i-bm~(K, l ) are Ext?$,(K, l ) and those of i are !I(-, (m)) (see [ I] for details). 
The exact sequence of low degree terms of (a) yields an exact sequence 
(+*) 0 -+ Ext$(K,L) 3 Exti (K, L) -9 Hom#K,H1(-,L)) + Ext$(K. L). 
Suppose that L = Cm and K = CD. Then the last three terms of (**) give, using 
[ 10, Theorem 2, p. 1831 and the above remarks on primitive elements, an exact se- 
quence 
H*(X,G) -+Prim(Hf(G*, G,)) + Ext$,(GD, C,), 
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where the first map is called the Picard invariant and the second the extension inva- 
riant. Thus we have: 
1.1. Proposition. A primitive class in H’(G”, Gm) is the Pi&ad intwimt of a princi- 
r;MI homoge~teotts space if dttd ottl’t if its atension ittvariunt- is trivial, 
Clearly, when Ext&G , D C,,) = 0, the Picard invariant is sujective. We now ob- 
serve that this is the case when GD is discrete. 
We will need the following concept: a presheaf F is additive if the natural map 
F(YtrZ) + F(Y) X F(z) ( w h ere n = coproduct) is an isomorphism. Note that a sheaf 
is additive and that in an exact sequence of presheaves, if two are additive, so is the 
third. 
1.2. Lemma Let K be u jhiW discrete commutative group scheme over X, and L any 
abefian &euf on X. Then Ex$ (K, L ) = 0. 
Roof. tRt I be an injectilre sheaf containing L, and J the presheaf quotient of I by L. 
Since I and t are additive, so is .I(. Hence Ext,$,(K,L) = Ext$,(K,J). Let 
0 + O+J+&-+K+U 
be any presheaf extension. Since J(X) is an injective abelian group, so is J(X) and 
hence there is a map K(X) + E(X) splitting the map E(x) 3 K(X). 
tit G be the abstract group corresponding to K, so that AT = I$,,X,. The cano- 
nical injections $ X + K form a subgroup of K(X) isomorphic to G. Since the se- 
quence (+) splits at X, the?e is a subgroup ri,} of E(x) mapping isomorphically to 
{$)’ Since & is additive, E(k) = iI ECX,), so the family ci,} defines an element of 
l!?(K), i.e. a section K + E. 
1.3. CorOthuy. Suppose GD is discrete. Then every primitive class in H’(cD, C&) is 
a Picard invtint. 
Corollary 13 extends the result of [4, Theorem 91; for in [4], X = Spec(R) is 
affine, G is discrete of exponent n, and I In and the nt h roots of unity belong to R . 
Under these hypotheses, GD is discrete, as is shown in [4]. 
We remark that for X = Spec(R) affine, G discrete, another (not so computable) 
extension invariant may be obtained (using Harrison cohomology) in an exact se- 
quence of low degree arising from the spectral sequence of (7, 541. 
5. WitIt this section begins a proof that the Picard invariant is onto the group of 
primitive elements in case X = Spec(R), G is the discrete group Z2, and 2 is not a 
zercl divisor in R. Since the case when 2 is a unit in R is included in Corollary 1.3, 
the interesting situation is when 2 is nut a unit. 
We begin by reintrtiucing the groups involved. With X = Spec(R), G any finite 
discrete group, Wt[X,CJ is the g&p of Galais extensions of R with group G. Let 
R [Cl denote the group ring of G over R. Then GD = Spec(R [Gf ) and II’(G”, G,,,) 
= Pi# [Cl). The projection and multiplication maps on GD arise from the maps 
given by 
far u in G. Thus a primitive element of Pic(R [G]) is a class [PI. where 
Henceforth assume (7 = 2, with generatc>r uVand assume that 2 is neither a unit 
nor a zero divisor in R. 
We study rank one projective R [G] - and R [C X Cl -modules by means of the fibre 
product description of these modules, fdlowing Milnor [b, ch. 2 f , Let Et, (_t : R [G)+R 
be defined by #I) = i, and let q : R -+ R/X be the canonical map; if x E K, T&X) will 
often be densted by 3. 
R fr;t ._--~!___-, R 
Proof. Clearly, 7&t = q[t. If t&x) = g_t@), then x =)p f 2r for some I in R, so 
f,((y+r)+ru)=x, gJ(v + r) - ru) =y. 
If &(a + bo) = )&d + b’u), then 
u +b =af +b’, 0 - b =a’ w_ bf, 
so .Za = 2a’, 26 = 2b’, so u = lir’, b = b’, whence the proposition. 
Any rank one projective R [C] -module M may, by Milnor 16, ch. 2 1, be described 
as&f = (MI, Aft, f) where M_, = Me r_, R, M, = M@ E1 R are rank one projectives, 
and .? : M$?hQ -d4_1 /ZIV_~ is an isomrJrphism such that 
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commutes at all the checked boxes as well as around the outside, where the unnamed 
isomorphisms are special cases of the isomorphism 
where P is the fibte product of the outside diagram. We then have two exact sequences 
where &, y) = h’llfi,) - 7$x), 7(x, y) = cfllsl g) 7&y) - Mx). 
One obtains an epim_orphisrn_ JI : bf_*’ eR fl_l + & 8 R F__ 1 mfiing the ri@t-hmd 
square commute. But M_l eR N,, is a rank one projective R = R/2?-module, so $ 
is an isomorphism. it follows that @(M @R I G 1 M) = R 
Roof. If a : M + N is an R (G]-module isomorphism, then a induces isomorphisms 
Q[_~ : M-l + J-f_, and ai : M, +M, and an isomotphism fl: M_,/2Bf_I + M_1/2M_I , 
so that the diagram 
commutes. The maps Qti : Ati -+ Mi are obtained by restrict ion: since 
% = i.X E M: u(x) = sx) = {X E IV: O(X) = f X) 
and Q is an R fC)-module homomorphism, oyi maps Mi into &ii. The map fl is defined 
as follows: for Z k 4M_I/2M_t, let P = C”_t we j$Bl j, then p(T) = ti_,(G_, ) - j#!il(fii)). 
Since Q, ai are issmorphisms, o is 0. 
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Therefore 
M = ik[. q): f(q) = “-1 I= {kp q): g@&9) = q@_#* 
Since AI is a rank one projective R [C] -moduleJil and M, are rank one projec- 
tive R-modules, and ai : Mi 9 lc& are automorphisms. Thus Qi is multiplication by 
Ui f U(R). Therefore 
.- 
!M = {(X-l ,x1): #@la,) =“-1$ = {(x+x1): id:; U-1 Z(Z,) =xX*). 
Setting 241: 24 1 = u, we get that the graphs off and of uI are equal, hencej? =Ug, 
as desired. 
Similar results hold for R [G X G)-modules - replace R by R [G] in all the state- 
ments. When considering R [C XC], we denote (u, 1) =g, (I, u) = ft. 
We wish to describe primitive elements of Pie(R [Cl). We observe that for M a 
rank one projective R [G] -module, N =. (M_ 1 , Iw, , f) we have 
(l)p(w=bf@~ R[G] =(KJ ~R[GI,W, ~R[Gl,fe ~~~~~hanWXGl= 
module by g acting as Q on M, k sting as an element of R [Cl. That is, 
M = ((xJ) EM,, KM, : J(j) = -3) may be described as a fibre product dialgram 
and p(M) = M a R [G] may be described as an R [GXG] -module by the fibrct pro- 
duct diagram for bf tensored over R with R [G]. 
(2) y(M) = llf o R (G], an R [CXG] -module by g acting as an element of R [G] 
and h acting on hf. Thus q(M) is described 3s an R [GXG] -module by tensoring the 
t’bre product diapam 
MaR R --------a M @R Rt2U 
for R (G] with M. That is, &M) = (MI M, ‘I j. 
(3) d(M) = M @R R [G], where g acts as an ‘lement of R [C] and h acts &:i gh*g-‘, 
where gh acts on M by u and g-1 acts as an element of R [G]. Thus tie fibre pro- 
where the composite (g c+ 1 )d = I while the composite (g c-, -- 1 )d is the map whicth 
t;l& M and views it as JI.II R [G] -module by U~IFZ = -u@z). Call it Mo_+_b, or iM_ . 
Thus 
One other ohser~tion which may be made is 
Roof. Prim(Pic(R [G ]})=Hom( Alg,(R IG], ). Pic( )), by the Yone@a ltmma. Since 
NgRfR [Gj, ) 2 pz( ). the square roots of unity functor, it follows that every 
elcxnent of Prim(Pit(R fG 1) has square = 0. MareoverJI = P~c(~~~.?T) =&(RKtt j 
is the image of the identity g1 uf Alg(R fG] , R), hence 
M, “R: 
K] c Pi&,;(M) = .MJR )(t,1 ) is the image of a map &_1 whose square is the iden- 
tity in AIg# [G ] *R). hmce A-I_, = P satisfies P rig, P IL R, 
It follows from 2.5 and 2.6 that ifM is primitive, then 
3. We recall results on quadratic extensions due to Small [‘I]. Let R be a commuta- 
tive ring in which 2 + 0. Q(R) denote the group of Galois extensions of R with 
group 22 (‘= quadratic extensions of H). Let QF(R) denote the subgroup oi!Q(R) 
consisting of those quadratic extensions which are free as R-modules. Let QNB(R) 
denote the subgroup of Q!:(R) consisting of those quadratic extensions which are 
fretl as R [C] -modules, i.e. have a normal basis, i.e. have trivial Picard invariant. J.xt 
Pit,,,(R) = ker(Pic(R) 2 pic(R)Xoic(R/2R)), 
where Q(p) = (P2, Pie(q)(f)), q : R + R/2R the canonical map, as before. Let 
&R/4R) be W(R/4R) modulo the subgroup generated by the squares of elements in 
U(R/4R) and the image in U(R/4R) of U(R), where as before U(‘) is the units func- 
tor. IMIne 6 : Pict2,(R) + &R/4R) as follows: for a rank one projective R**module 
P with P/W 2 R/M. P = 2P + Rz, P2 = Ru, let z* 2= cu and define 6 on the class of 
P by ci( [p)) = the image of c in o(Rf4R). Let T : Q(R) -+ Picf2)(R) be defined by 
r(S) = {x ES: (u + 1)x = O), the kernel of the trace map from S to R. Then 
3.1 19, Theorem 4].7%e fo~h3wingdiug~um has exuct rows: 
0 + QPIB + Q ( Prim Bic(R [G]) 
The map 4 is the Picard invariant map. The map [_t* = Pic(t_$ where t_1 : R [G]+R 
isdefinedbyu-+-1. 
3.2. Pmpasi t on. The ciiagrom of 3. I commutes. 
Roof. For S E Q(R), let @) z (P, R, $) = M, where [f ] = Pic([_#o)). We must 
show that P z 7(S). But 
$0 3 G, y) E M; (x, Y) f *c&v) = (0,0)3 
= {(x, l Y) EM: (0, @) = (0,O)) 
=~~MO~~~ since 2 is not a zero divisor, 
= {(x, 0) E PXR: j=(B) = a) 
= 2P since f : P/Z,f + R/2/t is an isomorphism. 
Since 2 is not a zero divisor, 2f z f. 
4. We may r&w prove: 
Pmf. From 3.2 a quick diagram chase shows that one must prove: 
(i) S&- = 0; 
(ii j if &&I) = 0, then M = t(S) for wme S in Q(R). 
The criterion for proving (i) is that if M = (P. R, f) and M E Prim Pic(R [G 
1 
), and 
ifP2 =Ru,P=2P*Rz,z2 = c-u, then F in U(R/QR) has the form Z = a(6) 9 
where u E U(R j. The criterion for proving (ii) is the following: 
Roof. This is proved in 19, Theorem 21; for Small shows that if (u, b, x) is a triple 
of elements of R, u E U(R), b% + 4x J l* then there is a quadratic extension 
R{(u, b, x)) E &(R), defined by R{(u, b, x)) = R [A’, Uj 11, where I is the ideal gener- 
srted h?f 1-2x-bY, x*-x t x, Y2 --a. ST!ting s = the image of I+‘, t = the image of 
X, the G-structure CHI R{(u, b, x)) is by u(s) = --o, u(t) = I -,-I + bs. Clearly, an M ftt - 
ting the description of tb.e lemma is isomorphic to &R&d, b, x)1). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. 
Let NE Prim ?ic(R [G)), N = (P, R, f), so that M = {(x. JY) E PXR: 5 =f(j?)). 
Tkn d@f) is described by a frtrre product diagram (recall 2.7) 
where 8 : M_ --, FM is an R [G) -module isomorphism, and fiO is the image in R[G] 
of 3111 element in U(R (c)r We investbte conditions under which such a map 6 can 
exist. 
First note that if P = 2P + Rr, the mapf : R/2R + P/U, s & is given by 
f”(T) = 6E for some b E R. Thus a set of generators forN is {(2~, 0): p E P} together 
with (br, 1); a acts on these by 
Ww 1) = (k 1) - b(22, O), 012p, 0) = -(2p, 0). 
Since nfi = 2(PXR) + R(bz, 1 ), 
PM = 2P(PXR) =P(bz, I)= 2(Ru, I)) + Rz(bz, 1) = 2(R,P) + R(bc, z). 
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(WC will replace Ru by R thr y&uut .) Thus PM is generated by (bc, z), (2,O) and 
iro,zp, I p E P). where 
u(bc,z~= -(bc, t) + (Q,Zr)~ u(2 ,O) = --(2,0), u(O,2p) = (Wp). 
Note that bc(2,0) + (0,2s) = 2fk;z). 
Let 0 : hf._ + l?W be an R [C] -module iszlmorphism. Sugpose that 
0(Zp, 0) = k(2.0) + &be, z) + K;, K; E OX2P. 
set = -a. The condition 19(~(2p, 0)) = 08(2p, 0) yields that Zk(2,O) + 2f(bc, z) = 
$0,22), that is, 2k + Itrc = 0. If’ we set 1 = 2r + bcs, pussibic since b, c are both units 
moduh3 2, then 
k(2,O) + l(bc, 2) = (2r + bcs) (k(2 .O) + l(bc, 2)) 
= r(-lbc(2,O) + 2l(bc, I)) * s(bck(2 ,O) -2k(k, z)) E 0 )( 2i? 
Thus8 maps PXO into OX2P. Write B(2p, 0) =K,. Suppose 
e(b~l 1) = m(2.0 j + rz~bc, r) + K, , KQ E QXZ 
(44 -n(O,i!.z) + bK, = 2K,. 
if 8 is anto, 
(2.0) = &!$ + t(bs, 1)) for time Sp E (2PXO). 
But also 8(0,2) = (zrrt + rtk9(2,0) since (0,s) = 2(bg, l)- b(2z, 0), -a(O,k) + bK, 
= 2Ko and 2(bc, z) = (0,B) + bc(‘2,O). Thus since 6 is l-1, 
(am + nk) (Sp + r(br, 1)) = (OJ). 
Looking at second components, 
t(w? + nbc) = 2. 
Since 8 is onto, 
Thus 
t9(S; f t’(bz, 1)) = (bc, 2). 
6(S;I) + t’(m(2,O) + n(bc, 2) + K*) = (k g)* 
Looking at first components, one gets 
t’(2m + nbc) = be. 
Since 2t + bcs = 1 for some r, s in R, it foibws that 
(rt + st’j(2m t nbc) = 1. 
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That is, 
(4.9 3% t nbc E W(R). 
Also &$P + n’(bz, t)) E 0X32 iff n’(m(2,0) + n(bc, z)) E OX2F iff n’jh + rlbc) = 0, 
iffy’ = 0, &a &z t nbc E U(R)_ So S-‘(OX*) = WX6. Since 2P is a rank one 
projective Rmaduie and Au~R@P) = R ,I!&&, 0) = u(0,2p) for some u E U(R), in&- 
pendent of p E P. In particular, 
(4.6) K, = u(O,2z). 
To sum up, for 8 to be an R [Cjmoduie isomorphism, we must have O(@, 0) i 
= u(O,2p) for some u 6~ U(R)> il(bz, 1) = m(2,0) + N@C, 2) + K, such that 
u = 2nr t nbc E U(Rj (4.5) and (from (4.4) and (4.6)) 
w 1 2Ko = (-n + bu) (022). 
To further illuminate (43, let 
K, = 2K; +a(OJz) 
in OX ?P, where Kb E 0X Z? Then 7x, = 4K,’ + Z?a(O,Zz), so that 
(-n + ibu)(O,Zz) = 2a(O,22) + 4Kb. 
Since 4Kb E <OX&P) c 4&f, 
(n + bu - 2~)@Qz) f 4&f, 
(4.Q -a + bu 5 20 (mod 4R). 
Now we consider the primitrvity of M. To do this, we first observe that the map 
f c+ r: M/2&f + PM/PM is given by 
In particdar, for the generators for M, 
ifp = 2q trz,thisis 
= (Wcu, 0) 
which we identify with (Zbrc, 0); and 
Ifl gg I)(bz, l)&z* , bz) s b(bc, z) (mod 2W). 
Now we take these generators (&$I) and (.lql) of M, map them into d(M) by the 
obvious map {x + x ~b 1) and then ?race them around the diagram (4.3). Doing this 
for (,2p, O), where p = 2q + rz, one gets that q(nr(O,Zz)) = r@ubc(Z,O)) must equal 
ti Oh q(w(Z ,(I)),’ hence 
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(4.9) u( 2,O) 5 u& ,O) (nttd MI). 
Doing this for (bz, 1 )$ one gets that 
q(m(2,O) + a(0,2z) + hu(bc, 2)) = ?#I1 + abcj(2,Oj + bu(bc, 2 jj 
must equal lioiitl(bc, E j, hence 
(4.10) u,b(bc, Z) E (HI + ubcj(2,O) + bU(bc, Z) (mod 2&f). 
Ixt u. = x0 + yOo E U(R [Cl). Then x0-y. = u0 and xQ+j’O = u&v0 are both units 
of R, and conversely. The conditions (4.9) and (4.10 j become 
(4.11) v. E’u (mod 2Rj, 
(4.12) -yObtc = m + abc (mod 2U). 
There exists such a unit zdO iff there exists a unit ub = UOU&, U; = z0 + wgu (E U(R [G]) 
with 
(4.13) ‘0 -- ws= U, ut2w =zO+wuEU(R), 0 
(4.14) --w0b2c z m t ftbc (mod Up). 
Conditions (4.5), (4.8), (4.13) and (4.14) provide the proof of the thearem: 
Zw,b 2 t = 2nr + 9hc (mod 4R) 
E u - Nbc + 2abc (mod 4R) 
=u Gobe -- b%c + %zbc (mod 4R) 
z u-b’uc (mod 4R). 
from (4.14) 
from (4.5) 
from (4.8 j
Thus b2c@ + 2w0) 5 u (mod 4R j. where, from (4.13), u + ZW, E U(R). It follows 
that c is in the subgroup of Lr(Rf4R) generated by U(R/4R)2 and the image of U(R). 
Thus So_,* = 0. 
Ah, ifc = 1 l P = R, it follows that b2(u + 2w,,)u-’ t 4x = 1 for some x in 1?, 
where (u t 2woju W 1 E U(R). Since in that case 
,W = {(x,_y) E RxR: Z = i;Jii) = R(--2,0) + R(b, 1) = Rs + Rr 
with s = t-2,0), t = (6, I), u(s) = --s, u(t) = I + bs, we obtain that if [Ml E Prim Pic(R[G]) 
and t_Ie( f/M]} = 0, then M s L(Q) for Q = R{((u + 2wo)u -I, b, x j} in Q(R ). in view of 
the remarks at the beginning of this proof of Theorem 4.1, the proof is complete. 
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